ULTIMA BURNER
- Different models available (Epson, Primera, Rimage)
- Multi-modality, automatic and customized burning and labeling, reports integration
- Web Viewer, unlimited & simultaneous remote connection
- Media virtualization via the Cloud, link and access codes sent by e-mail

ULTIMA PRINT
- Different models available, compatible with any Windows printer
- DICOM to PostScript print server, automatic printing from all workstations
- Color/B&W, A3/A4 and other configurations

ULTIMA TERABOX
- Fast, secure and easy archiving system
- Interface with HL7 entities (HIS/RIS) and DICOM (workstation and PACS)
- Lossless compression and sharing DICOM studies via the Cloud
- Web portal with advanced user rights and different levels of compression
- DICOM data modifications, merging of patients, advanced images and series editing

ULTIMA REVIEWER
- Standardized viewing of studies burnt with different viewers
- Saving viewed studies on a unique database

ULTIMA DIGITAL ILLUMINATOR
- Touch screen and user-friendly interface for the operating room
- Automatic importing of media from external PC
- Connection to the PACS

ULTIMA PRINT TO PACS
- Conversion of any type of documents and web pages into DICOM images
- Adding the image to a new study or to an existing one on the PACS

ULTIMA MEDIA IMPORTER
- Outpatient exams easily imported into the PACS
- Smart reconciliation and merge with existing PACS data

ULTIMA Dicom WorkList
- Submission to the modalities as worklists of patient data created by HIS/RIS
- Connection to unlimited number modalities

ULTIMA Dicom Converter
- Conversion of images, radiology films, video captures in DICOM format
- Manual creation of studies or automatic retrieval from DICOM server or worklist
- Automatic sending to the PACS

ULTIMA VISION
- Advanced workstation [MP3, 3D, volume measurement, etc.]
- Modules and tools available according to study type

ULTIMA DICOM WORKLIST
- Submission to the modalities as worklists of patient data created by HIS/RIS
- Connection to unlimited number modalities
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Medsquare provides innovative solutions for the medical imaging environment.

Our solutions (burning, printing, archiving, secured web image distribution through the internet, etc.) are currently being used in more than 450 university hospitals and private clinics in France and more than 2000 around the world.

Founded in 2006 as a French company based in Paris, Medsquare is a key partner of the world’s leading radiology equipment manufacturers, who offer our peripheral devices and software to their customers bundled with the sale of their DICOM modalities (CT, MR, XA, etc.).

RADIATION DOSE MONITOR (RDM)
Medsquare is also a leading player in the DACS (Dose Archiving and Communication System) market. Our patient dose management system – Radiation Dose Monitor (RDM) – enables healthcare institutions to collect, control and analyze radiation doses delivered to patients during medical imaging exams.